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Better Renn Fayre Themes (As 
Suggested By An Awful Senior)

by SS

        Following Saturday’s announcement of  the Renn Fayre theme as “Miami,” 
Reedies were surprised when Denny’s CEO John C. Miller appeared, enraged and 
visibly inebriated, on campus, shouting at passing bystanders that the college had 
“dug its own grave.”

        “We had a fucking deal, you pricks,” Miller slurred, reeking of  everclear and 
maple syrup.  “Renn Fayre theme was ‘Moons over My Hammy.’ In exchange I 
give you bastards ten million dollars.  Well, I gave you ten million dollars! So I’m 
at Bad Bitches Ball having a great time and then BAM! ‘Miami?’ What the Hell is 
that?”

        Some students suggested to Miller that the 1980s retro-party aesthetic 
Miami suggests might make for a better theme for a party than a breakfast 
sandwich, but Miller was unconvinced.  “You ungrateful fucks are thinking of  
the sandwich the way cowards do: as a whole.  But it’s so much more than that.  
It’s scrambled eggs, it’s two cheeses, it’s ham, it’s bread.  You could do an entire 
Renn Fayre on just one of  those things! But you took the gift we gave you and just 
threw it into the gutter, like I’ll throw you into the gutter.  All of  you.  All of  you.”

        At this point, Miller was dragged off-campus by CSOs.  The total extent of  
Miller’s threats are unknown, but for now it seems to consist of  a formal ban on 
Reed College students and alumni from Denny’s restaurants.  So far, the com-
munity is taking the ban fairly well.

         If  I had thought to write this article last week, it would have been entitled “Renn 
Fayre Theme Predictions,” but the content would have been exactly the same. I am a 
hopeless shill. Please love me.

Werewolf  Bar Mitzvah: Spooky, scary.

Into The Abyss: It’s a metaphor for the seniors’ upcoming drop from the nest of  aca-
demia into the harsh realities of  the “real world.” Also, the aesthetic would be pretty 
cool, I think. Like, slutty-Van Gogh’s-blue-period? Nice. Nice. 

Just...Jell-O. Jell-O Everywhere: So soft. So sleek. So lovely on my body. Mmm.

Your Mom’s Wedding to That Bastard, Todd: It’s time to work through those old 
traumas. We’re all here for you, friend. Let it out.

Wild Oats: Granola? Semen? Semen-drizzled granola? Do whatever the fuck you 
want, buddy. Live your dreams. It’s All Natural, regardless.

Slenderman...But, Like, a Slutty Version. With a Dick: I just want to see the reveal 
video for this one, tbh.

The Complete Works of  Quentin Tarantino: I have so much corn syrup and food 
coloring left over from...well, never mind.

The Killdozer: Have you seen the Killdozer? Its image really drives home the YOLO 
spirit of  Renn Fayre. Like, imagine you spent your Renn Fayre doing boring bullshit, 
then the next day, the Killdozer came after you. Shit. The regrets you’d have in those 
last few seconds before you got Killdozed. Shit.

Colin Diver: You’re not our real dad, Kroger. Suck it.

Denny’s Furious Over 
Renn Fayre Betrayal

by FS

        Spectators flocked to Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania this morning to witness one 
of  the more bizarre of  American traditions -- Groundhog Day. This annual event is 
based on an arbitrary and completely unreliable folk legend that purports to predict 
whether spring will arrive early; this valuable prediction is entrusted to a small mam-
mal who has no idea what is going on and why there are so many humans in top hats 
watching him.

        This year, Punxsutawney Phil decided to shake it up and bemuse the masses 
with a novel act that nobody is sure how to interpret. At sunrise he emerged from his 
hole, looked straight at the camera, and immediately began dancing and singing the 
words to Rick Astley’s “Never Gonna Give You Up.” 
 
        Of  course, nobody expected this. The crowd remained in stunned silence until 
the song finished, at which point Phil disappeared back into his underground lair. 
There followed some scattered applause, as well as some speculative conversations. 
Then the President of  the Groundhog Day Inner Circle tapped his microphone and 
announced that he was as shocked and confused as everyone else, and also that “un-
fortunately, caught up in the strangeness of  the situation, none of  us even noticed 
whether or not Phil saw his shadow, and therefore cannot make the annual prediction 
as usual. Phil’s extraordinary actions are up for general interpretation.”

        Theories are already rampant, and multiple web forums have now been 
dedicated to analyzing the groundhog’s performance. Daniel A. of  Fairfax, Va. has 
proposed that 2015 will see the birth of  a new season dedicated to “Rickrolling,” and 
nobody will be able to escape it. Linda V. of  New Mexico has speculated that this day 
has signified the beginning of  open season for memes, and that the weather is now 
ideal for hunting wild memes and bringing in the quota of  new memes for the year.

        Whatever it means, the all-knowing groundhog has certainly not let us down. 
After all, he just promised that he would never do such a thing.

by EC

Famous Groundhog Appears, 
With an Unconventional Twist

We had gold in our hands, and we threw it away.

      In the wake of  several high-profile news stories about trans individuals, including John 
Jolie-Pitt’s name choice and rumors of  Bruce Jenner’s transition, a trend of  the media roy-
ally fucking up names and pronouns has emerged. The Pamphlette spoke to reporters at 
CNN and NBC to investigate the source of  this wave of  obstinate misgendering.

        Cameron Sayers, a senior reporter for CNN, confessed that “I and many of  my 
colleagues struggle to understand the phenomenon of  change. The idea that certain ideas 
that might have once been assumed true are no longer correct is difficult for many media 
officials to understand, and in fact there’s been a movement to develop a treatment for 
this problem, which disproportionately affects caucasians and older males.” 

        Frederick Halstow also admitted to suffering from this condition. “Yesterday morn-
ing I attempted to change my seventeen-year-old’s son diaper. It can really lead to some 
uncomfortable situations.”

         Tasha Carroll from NBC confirmed that many or most senior officials struggle with 
the assumption that things never change. “I’ve heard stories of  colleagues who still call 
their adult children by their baby nicknames, and yesterday I had to explain to someone 
that the dodo is in fact extinct.” 

        When asked when, in the absence of  an obvious cure, what media outlets are doing 
are doing to help with this issue, Carroll responded that “well, I mean, what can we do 
about it really? It’s just their opinion, and if  it’s wildly untrue, well, that’s how it goes.”

Media Officials Say Using Trans 
People’s Correct Names and 

Pronouns is “just really hard, okay?”

by ER
Actual footage from the Groundog Day event. 

You wouldn’t get this from any other guy!


